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LATENT INSIDE  LATENT INSIDE & OUTSIDE 
Our clever design enables us to create a clean look 

hiding all mechanisms towards the inside.

Concealed on either sides, windows that offer a complete

seamless look of minimalist sophistication. 



FUSION    RAILING
Specializing in custom installation of door and windows

 that are durable and offer incredible views. 

If paired with a set of railing can make 

your windows much more safe and functional.



TYPOLOGIES

Our products are designed by our internal

research and development team and  

backed by expert service and supports.
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LOCKING VARIANTS 

Locks are known to provide security and functionality to our doors and 

windows. Specially in case of Aluminium doors and windows. 

180 LockUp Down Lock Self LockKey Lock (cylinder)Electo Drop Bolt Lock

GLASS THICKNESS

Min 18mm

Max 20mm

MAX SASH 

Width  2400

MAX SQ.MTR 

Height  3600 Sliding  4

Fix  6

LIMITATIONS
We believe in serving end to end solutions to all your windows and 

doors concerns. 

PORTER POSSIBILITY  

Aluminium has proven to be prevalent over the years. Robust 

aluminium possesses properties that have helped revolutionize 

many technological sectors.

In today's modern world where trends and tastes are on a constant 

carousel of change, we like to be equipped with solutions and matches 

to every style of architecture and space design. While varying 

structures and spaces require different types of high quality doors and 

windows we believe we are more than capable of providing not just 

one but a plethora of options for you to choose from. 

Experience and innovation walk hand in hand when it comes to being 

able to design, manufacture and present multitudes of aluminium 

systems with various finishes and customisation options available. 

With a promise of no compromise in quality, functionality and design 

we present to you our range of products. 

PRODUCT RANGE

Air Uw Resistance
to rain

Resistance
to wind

Resistance
to buglery

Sound
insulation

Up to 4.80
W/m2K

RC-3Up to 
30 db

Class 4
(EN 12207/EN 1026*)

Class 9A
(EN 12208/EN 1027*)

Class C3
(EN 12210/EN 12211*)
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www.saucsystems.com

INDIA.
SAUC MINIMAL

SYSTEMS PVT LTD.

Plot no - 9,
RK industrial zone -1, Phase -2
Kuvadava, Rajkot Ahmedabad

highway Rajkot.

USA
SAUC USA INC.

13936
Arthur Ave Paramount,

Ca 90723

india@saucsystems.com

usa@saucsystems.com
+1 (833)7282872

UAE
SAUC MINIMAL

SYSTEMS FZ LLC,

Plot 4183, Sector 7,
EIC, Al Saja’a, Sharjah

U.A.E.
gcc@saucsystems.com

+971502917451

SOUTH AFRICA
SAUC SYSTEMS PTY LTD.

318 Himalaya street,
Ext-2, Laudium-0037

Centurion-Gauteng South Africa

southafrica@saucsystems.com

CANADA
SAUC SYSTEMS

3702−81 NAVY WHARF
COURT TORONTO,

Canada

canada@saucsystems.com
+16479962391

Also available with our partners @ Spain, UK. Thailand, Bahrain, China, Australia, Brazil & Mexico.


